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The current neurobiological consensus of a general dual loop system scaffolding human
and primate brains gives evidence that the dorsal and ventral connections subserve
similar functions, independent of the modality and species. However, most current
commentators agree that although bees dance and chimpanzees grunt, these systems
of communication differ qualitatively from human language. So why is language unique
to humans? We discuss anatomical differences between humans and other animals, the
meaning of lesion studies in patients, the role of inner speech, and compare functional
imaging studies in language with other modalities in respect to the dual loop model. These
aspects might be helpful for understanding what kind of biological system the language
faculty is, and how it relates to other systems in our own species and others.
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INTRODUCTION
Current cognitive, neuropsychological and neurobiological theo-
ries assume that a dual system scaffolds the organization of the
brain. Primate models initially showed that two parallel path-
ways, an anterolateral or ventral and a caudolateral or dorsal,
interact primary with non-primary visual (Mishkin et al., 1983;
Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000) or acoustic cortex (Romanski
et al., 1999a; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Tian et al., 2001).
Neuropsychological (Clarke et al., 2000, 2002) and neuroimag-
ing (Ahveninen et al., 2006; Bernal and Ardila, 2009) studies have
at first discussed both these pathways also in human visual or
acoustic systems and then the model has been extended to the
motor system (Rizzolatti and Matelli, 2003) and to higher cog-
nitive functions such as attention (Corbetta et al., 2005) and
language (Paulesu et al., 2003; Demonet et al., 2005; Hickok and
Poeppel, 2007). A recent review on connectivity of the prefrontal
cortex in monkeys confirms the dorsal-ventral dichotomy of pro-
jections of long association connections to post-rolandic regions
(Yeterian et al., 2012).
It is a novel method, diffusion-tensor-imaging (DTI) based
fiber tracking, that finally makes it possible in vivo to identify
long human association tracts for ventral and dorsal pathways,
similar to animal data (Kreher et al., 2008). The extreme capsule
(EmC) and uncinate fascicle (UF) are part of the ventral system,
and the superior longitudinal fasciculi (SLF) (SLFI, II, III) and
the arcuate fasciculus (AF) are all dorsal pathways (Makris et al.,
1999; Wise, 2003; Parker et al., 2005; Anwander et al., 2007; Frey
et al., 2008; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) (See Box 1). Using
DTI, it is possible to correlate probabilistic tracking to functional
imaging results, relating functionally defined ventral or dorsal
pathways to specific tasks and modalities, thus identifying the
possible functional role of the underlying pathways (Saur et al.,
2010). Obviously, this has particular advantage for those higher
faculties that are absent in animals.
Actual data seem to confirm only to some extent initial spec-
ulations based on anatomical or functional imaging data. For
example, in the attention system, Umarova et al. showed that in
addition to dorsal connections, an interaction between temporo-
parietal cortex, anterior insula, and inferior frontal gyrus takes
place along the ventral network (Umarova et al., 2010), refuting
previous assumptions (Corbetta et al., 2005). In contrast to our
textbook perception, a dual pathway model (as initially already
discussed by Wernicke) is currently also accepted for language
(Weiller et al., 2011), with few exceptions (Catani et al., 2005;
Ross, 2010). Thus, current neurobiological consensus of a broad
dual system scaffolding human and lower primate brains gives
evidence that the dorsal and ventral connections subserve similar
functions, independent of the modality (Weiller et al., 2011), even
if the post- and pre-rolandic areas involved might be different and
still modality-dependent.
However, a main difference between humans and lower
primates is our unparalleled sophistication in communication
capacity. We are not only able to describe objects concretely in
words that can be understood by others, but we are also capa-
ble of connecting acoustic utterances (words) with very abstract
connotations and emotions (“to be or not to be,” “yes we can”).
But if language is based in principle on the same dual loop sys-
tem used for communication in lower primates and this system is
also found in other modalities (as perception or attention), why is
language unique to humans? We will look at four aspects that are
related to the dual loop system, and then ask the question again
how unique language is.
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Box 1
The EmC is a tract localized between the claustrum and the
insular cortex present in monkeys, macaque as well in humans.
Fibers running through the EmC connect the superior temporal
sulcus (area TPO), the superior temporal gyrus (T1a, paAlt, TAa,
TS3), the planum temporale, the rostral insula and in humans also
the middle temporal region (TS2), inferior temporal region (i.e.,
area TE) with the frontal lobe—primarily with area 45, in mon-
key with area 45A (Petrides and Pandya, 2009), in human pars
triangularis (Makris and Pandya, 2009), frontal operculum (FO),
pars orbitalis (area 47) and with a modest contingent of fibers
concluding in the pars opercularis (area 44) and in the dorso-
lateral cortex (9/46) and ventral area 10 (Petrides and Pandya,
1988, 2007, 2009; Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006). The IPL—
PF, PG, and PFG in monkeys, corresponding to the SMG and
angular gyrus in humans, respectively—are connected to the ven-
trolateral prefrontal and the superior and middle temporal cortex
via the middle longitudinal fasciculus MDLF (Seltzer and Pandya,
1984), while some parts of the IPL are probably connected via
the EmC to the inferior frontal lobe (Berke, 1960; Caspers et al.,
2011).
Makris et al. showed that the EmC in human directly reaches
the IPL (Makris and Pandya, 2009). Thus, EmC, which in part over-
laps with tracts called fasciculus occipito-frontalis inferior (Gloor,
1997), inferior occipital fascicle (Duffau et al., 2009) or IFOF (Catani
et al., 2002; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2012), allows the integra-
tion of information between the temporal, the parietal and insular
cortex with prefrontal cortices (Bucy and Kluver, 1955; Gloor,
1997; Yeterian et al., 2012).
The dorsal system is generally subdivided in SLF connect-
ing the angular gyrus (or the area PG in monkeys), rostral part
of the SMG (equivalent to primate area PF) and caudal part
of the suparamarginal gyrus (corresponding to are PFG) with
Broca’s region in the frontal lobe (BA 44 and 45) and the sur-
rounding dorsal and ventral areas 6 and 9/46 (Schmahmann
and Pandya, 2006; Petrides and Pandya, 2009). The arcu-
ate fasciculus connects the adjacent superior temporal sulcus
(Catani et al., 2005) or middle temporal gyrus and prefrontal
regions.
Numerous methodological problems in DTI-based fiber track-
ing remain, like lack of quantification, limited spatial resolution and
the problem of crossing fibers. Also, it is unclear whether particu-
larly the ventral route along EmC is monosynaptic or polysynaptic
with obligatory interruption in the insula and claustrum (Makris and
Pandya, 2009; Petrides and Pandya, 2009; Weiller et al., 2011). The
number of pathways within the dorsal and ventral systems, their
exact origin, their course and their endings, and therefore their
exact functions, are still debated. All these questions demand
further development of tracking techniques.
WHAT IS SPECIAL IN THE HUMAN DUAL LOOP MODEL?
To what extent does language share the same anatomical systems
as lower primates and what are the differences? Several expla-
nations are possible, and they need not be mutually exclusive.
The first possibility (A) is that there is an evolutionary change
in a specific pathway (ventral or dorsal). Another possibility
(B) is the hypothesis of an anatomical-functional gradient along
the dual system, meaning the additional development of pre- and
post-rolandic modules located more anteriorly and posteriorly,
functionally enabling a new level of interaction between dorsal
and ventral pathways.
Anatomical innovations are generally discussed in an evolu-
tionary framework of a serial evolution of humans from non-
human primates. However, we will discuss that basic rules of
brain organization, which humans still share not only with non-
human primates, but also with cetaceans and songbirds, could
also lead to a parallel and separate evolution (C).
THE NEUROANATOMICAL DIFFERENCES OF A SPECIFIC
PATHWAY BETWEEN HUMAN AND NON-HUMAN SPECIES MAY
BE CRUCIAL FOR THE EVOLUTION OF LANGUAGE
The location of the EmC within the language zone, specifi-
cally connecting Broca’s area in the frontal lobe and Wernicke’s
area in the temporal lobe and inferior parietal lobule, suggests
that the EmC may have the prominent role for what Mesulam
has called the language communication epicenter (Mesulam,
1998; Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006; Makris and Pandya, 2009;
Weiller et al., 2009) and Meynert the “central language complex”
(Meynert, 1866; Weiller et al., 2011). Indeed, a recent study of our
lab showed that “mapping sound to meaning” crucially relates to
the interaction between Broca’s and Wernicke’s area along con-
nections running through the EmC (Saur et al., 2008, 2010) and
electrical stimulation of the anterior floor of the EmC, corre-
sponding to parts of the inferior fronto-occipital fascicle (IFOF),
can generate semantic paraphasias (Duffau et al., 2005; Duffau,
2012).
Another, more actively discussed theory proposes that the
dorsal pathway projecting from the posterior portion of Broca’s
area to the superior temporal region—the AF—seems to be of
particular importance for language as it is involved in word
repetition (Saur et al., 2008) and especially in phrase-structure
grammar (Friederici, 2009, 2011). Non-human primates (as well
newborns) may not be able to process hierarchically acoustic
sequences as well as to repeat complex acoustic signals (Hauser
et al., 2001). Fiber tracking studies in chimpanzees, macaques
(Macaca mulatta) and humans reveal that particularly the AF
within the dorsal pathways, even if undoubtedly present (Petrides
and Pandya, 2009), becamemore prominent during the evolution
(Rilling et al., 2008). In a recent comparative study of human and
monkey association tracts of the frontal lobe, many similarities
were present, but one major difference was found in the AF, with
the majority of fibers from this tract projecting to the middle and
inferior temporal gyri in human but not in monkey (Thiebaut
de Schotten et al., 2012). Moreover, the white matter tracts in
the cella media show an asymmetry favoring the left side in the
degree of anatomical connectivity by microscopic examination
of post-mortem specimens (Galuske et al., 2000), by structural
T1 MRI (Paus et al., 1999) and by DTI (Buchel et al., 2004;
Nucifora et al., 2005; Hagmann et al., 2006; Powell et al., 2006;
Catani et al., 2007), even if further studies are clearly needed
to establish the functional-anatomic relationship with respect to
lateralization (Hagmann et al., 2006). Structural studies indicate
that the dorsal pathway is weaker in children compared to adults
(Zhang et al., 2007; Dubois et al., 2008; Lebel et al., 2008) and
matures only after the age of seven (Brauer et al., 2011). Given
the function of the dorsal system, i.e., the integration of forward
and inverse models—from sensorimotor integration involved in
language repetition (Saur et al., 2008), to overt or covert speech
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(Oppenheim and Dell, 2008) to integrative processing of long-
time dependence (Friederici et al., 2006), it could be concluded
that all these current tracking data indicate that the sophistica-
tion of this competence may be essential for the evolution of the
language faculty and for human uniqueness in general.
However, whether the thickness of a pathway is the most
determinate argument of human evolution is actually unclear.
Thickness may be influenced by genetic selection andmay depend
on practice. In a genetically defined disease, decreased regional
anisotropy of the left AF was found in children with Angelman
syndrome, pointing to a possible relation between the AF, some
aspect of language (i.e., production) and genetic (innate) con-
straints (Peters et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2011). However,
decreased fractional anisotropy in Angelman syndrome did not
selectively involve the AF, but also the inferior fronto-occipital fas-
ciculus, cingulum, anterior thalamic and brainstem radiation, as
well as the uncinate fasciculus, suggesting that the loss of UBE3A
gene expression may result in a widespread abnormal brain con-
nectivity (Tiwari et al., 2012). Also, more is not always better:
increased fractional anisotropy of the superior longitudinal fas-
ciculus is associated with poor visuospatial abilities in Williams
Syndrome (Hoeft et al., 2007), another neurodevelopmental dis-
order, and volumetric increase of arcuate projections are observed
in autism (Casanova et al., 2010). Moreover, also practice can
influence the size of a pathway. Professional musicians show an
increased size of the right AF in relation to the degree of musical
expertise (Oechslin et al., 2009), and melodic intonation ther-
apy may induce an increase of fractional anisotropy values along
the AF (Schlaug et al., 2009), suggesting a use dependency of the
size of the pathway. Continuous speaking may determine the size
of the AF, and humans are not only able to chatter but they do
it incessantly. Thus, the higher volume of arcuate projections in
adults in comparison to children and lower primates may not rep-
resent the main argument for human uniqueness of the language
faculty.
THE HYPOTHESIS OF AN ANATOMICAL-FUNCTIONAL GRADIENT
ALONG THE DUAL SYSTEM
The ability to process syntactically complex rules for sure rep-
resents a core component of the human language faculty, as it
allows its richness of expressivity that is lacking in the animal
communication system, “where each sound is associated with a
particular meaning but sounds are not recombined to form a new
meaning” (Patel, 2008). However, till now, more detailed stud-
ies using combinations of fMRI and DTI are needed to explore
this aspect in natural language. In Saur’s experiment simple
sentences were compared with reversed speech and, therefore,
did not give any information about the ability of recursion in
language (Saur et al., 2008). Even the capacity to classify items
that have already been instantiated in a given pattern into simple
phrase-structure sequences as in Friederici’s artificial grammar
task (Friederici et al., 2006) has to be differentiated from recur-
sion. Indeed, the ability to recognize acoustic patterns defined
by a self-embedding, context-free grammar, even if it seems not
to be present in non-human primates, at least for the acous-
tic modality (Hauser et al., 2001), is not unique to humans,
but also exists in songbirds (Gentner et al., 2006). Moreover,
in Friederici’s experiment, processing a more complex gram-
mar involved not only dorsal but also ventral pathways, while
more simple finite-state grammar relates only to the ventral one.
Grammar complexity may be a factor to differentiate the ven-
tral from the dorsal system (Friederici et al., 2006). Alternatively,
processing of local as well as non-adjacent dependencies point to
a time-independent analysis, and this aspect is processed along
the ventral network (Belin and Zatorre, 2000; Rauschecker and
Scott, 2009). Processing of long-distant dependencies could addi-
tionally necessitate a time-dependent analysis, which requires a
continuous integration of feed-forward and inverse models and
thus may be principally relate to the dorsal pathway (Belin and
Zatorre, 2000; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Weiller et al., 2011).
Such functional differentiation—i.e., between time-dependent
and time-independent analysis (for further discussion, See sec-
tion “Comparing The Dual Loop Model In Language With
Other Modalities: What Are The Essential Characteristics Of The
Ventral And Dorsal Pathways?”)—is also present in monkeys
(Zuberbuhler, 2002). The pivotal element for evolution, there-
fore, as discussed in section “The Neuroanatomical Differences
Of A Specific Pathway Between Human And Non-Human Species
May Be Crucial For The Evolution Of Language,” may be not the
volumetric increase of the projections of a specific pathway, but
the higher cellular differentiation of the “terminal” brain regions
connected by the “language dual system.” This enables enhanced
connectivity of dorsal and ventral pathways and thus simultane-
ous processing between the two pathways, for which increasing
evidence exists, not only in the language modality (Rosazza et al.,
2009; Rolheiser et al., 2011), but also in the acoustic (Leavitt
et al., 2011), visuospatial (Almeida et al., 2010) and visuomotor
modality (Creem and Proffitt, 2001; Mahon et al., 2007).
In the course of the last 50 years or so, in addition toWernicke’s
and Broca’s area, other regions as supramarginal gyrus (SMG),
inferior parietal lobe (IPL), angular gyrus, anterior temporal lobe
have been identified to be fundamental for language processing.
Although the brains of chimpanzee and macaque,—but also of
bonobo, gorilla, and orangutan—show a human-like left-right-
hemisphere asymmetry, cellular and functional heterogeneity and
similar anatomical connectivity through dorsal and ventral sys-
tems (Cantalupo and Hopkins, 2001; Schenker et al., 2008), they
possess a smaller (in term of “gyral” white matter) frontopolar
cortex and smaller middle temporo-parietal regions (Schenker
et al., 2005). At the microscopic level, in Broca’s area (Schenker
et al., 2008) and in the planum temporale (Anderson et al., 1999;
Buxhoeveden et al., 2001a,b), a stronger left-right asymmetry
(in terms of cellular density) and a greater horizontal spacing
distance are observed in humans. The increased horizontal spac-
ing in humans reflects an increased number of input and output
connections and an increased microcircuitry. Indeed, compar-
ative studies on structural connectivity found that in humans,
tract terminations in middle and inferior temporal Gyrus, as well
as in pars opercularis (Brodmann Area (BA) 44), pars triangu-
laris (BA 45), pars orbitalis (BA 47) of the inferior frontal gyrus
and surrounding regions are much stronger than in macaques
or chimpanzees (Rilling et al., 2008; Petrides and Pandya, 2009).
Ventral interactions between inferior parietal and inferior frontal
lobe are reported in old anatomical (Berke, 1960) and DTI-based
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fiber tracing studies in humans (Saur et al., 2008; Makris and
Pandya, 2009; Umarova et al., 2010; Vry et al., 2012). It is still an
unsettled question, however, whether these reflect monosynaptic
or polysynaptic pathways (Weiller et al., 2011).
All these data may suggest that in a system of two equivalent
pathways, hierarchy is not determined by one specific pathway,
although specific functions may primarily or crucially involve one
of both, but rather by an extension of this system to regulatory,
cytoarchitectonically more developed areas in prefrontal, tempo-
ral and parietal neocortex in humans (Weiller et al., 2011). The
caudal extension along the temporal lobe is observed by process-
ing tones and noise bursts into words and sentences (Rauschecker
and Scott, 2009), while the additional involvement of even more
caudal temporo-parietal areas (comprisingWernicke’s area, angu-
lar and inferior parietal gyrus) is associated with increasing
semantic complexity (Sharp et al., 2010). A gradient along the
frontal and prefrontal cortex is thus linked to increasing abstrac-
tion of the underlying processes (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009).
In a series of DTI studies from our lab, it seems that the termina-
tions of the ventral systemmay bemore anteriorly and posteriorly
than the respective terminations of the dorsal system, in the sense
that the ventral system seems to “embrace” the dorsal system
(Figure 1). Additionally, an increase in connectivity within and
between the cortical regions representing the terminal parts of
the dual system could also induce a closer interaction between
FIGURE 1 | A composite display of tracking-related to dorsal and
ventral connections from the different studies of our lab in various
domains and modalities illustrates commonalities and differences.
The ventral tracts have a wider radius, “embracing” the dorsal ones. Note
that trackings between parietal and temporal lobe contain dorsal and ventral
pathway-related fibers. The more laterally located dorsal pathway-related
fibers may constitute the ascending limb of the arcuate fasciculus.
The ventral pathway-related fibers may either use the MdlF for
parieto-temporal exchange or a potential “parietal part” of the extreme
capsule, which connects parietal cortex with prefrontal cortex (Makris and
Pandya, 2009). This tract already displayed on the frozen sections of
Ludwig and Klingler (Ludwig and Klinger, 1956). Fiber tracts within the
temporal lobe may be related to the MdlF, before aligning with those from
the parietal cortex and entering the extreme capsule for the prefrontal
cortex, potentially being identical with the anterior part of what is called the
IFOF. Note, anatomy is a vehicle for pathways but not identical and
assumed fiber location derived from probabilistic tracking may be part of
defined strong white matter tracts or not (like AF; SLF, IFOF). The latter
ones run through anatomically defined regions, which contain mainly white
matter and may be constituted of different long (and short) tracts as the
cella media (containing the AF, SLF system) or the extreme capsule. Note:
most association connections are reciprocal.
both dorsal and ventral systems and within each system. It is sug-
gested that such an interaction could especially take place in the
prefrontal cortex, with local connections permitting functional
interactions of processes in dorsal and ventral pathways (Yeterian
et al., 2012).
According to this view, the fronto-temporal interactions
envelop the insula, the claustrum and the basal ganglia, anatom-
ical structures with projections to almost all cortical regions
(Edelstein and Denaro, 2004; Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006;
Mathur et al., 2009). The exact role of these regions in lan-
guage continues to be discussed, but at a very general level
there is an agreement that they may carry out mainly integra-
tive functions, enabling the information from one modality with
information from other modalities: The basal ganglia seem to
play a crucial “integration” role particularly along the dorsal sys-
tem (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). In the ventral system, the
insula might be responsible for the integration of auditory infor-
mation with other associative functions (Bamiou et al., 2003),
or integration of basic information (features) for initial catego-
rization or grouping (Bamiou et al., 2006). The claustrum seems
to bind sensory inputs within and across sensory modalities to
generate conscious percepts (Crick andKoch, 2005). Interestingly,
Meynert already considered the region including the claustrum,
insula and the ascending acoustic fibers in the external and EmC
as the central language complex (Meynert, 1866).
HUMAN INDEPENDENT EVOLUTION THROUGH BASIC
UNIVERSAL RULES OF CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT FOR BRAIN
FUNCTIONAL AND ANATOMICAL SEGREGATION
Despite the deep evolutionary divergence between animals,
adaptation to physically dissimilar environments, and very differ-
ent neuroanatomical organization, accumulating evidence indi-
cates that in all regions of the neocortex in humans and in all
other mammalian species thus far evaluated, including dolphins
(Mountcastle, 1957, 1978; Purves et al., 1992; Krubitzer, 1995;
Manger et al., 1998; Buxhoeveden and Casanova, 2002; Butti and
Hof, 2010; Casanova et al., 2010), but also songbirds [African
gray parrots (Pepperberg and Shive, 2001) and starlings (Gentner
et al., 2006)], the smallest level of vertical and horizontal organi-
zation in the cortex consists of cells assembled in minicolumns.
Minicolumns represent the basic architectonic and physiological
elements by which the neocortex organizes its myriad number of
neurons (with various specializations), its pathways and intrinsic
circuits into a coherent functional unit (Mountcastle, 1957, 1978;
Szentagothai, 1983; Manger et al., 1998; Casanova et al., 2006).
Evolution across species is generally related to an increase in the
number of radial columnar units without significantly changing
the number of neurons within each unit (Rakic, 1995). Indeed,
despite the difference in cortex expansion, the size of modules
in primates or cetaceans is similar to that described for small-
brained mammals like the mouse, suggesting that module size is
evolutionarily stable across species (Horton and Hedley-Whyte,
1984; Livingstone and Hubel, 1984; Tootell et al., 1996; Manger
et al., 1998). “The ubiquity of modules and the apparent con-
vergent evolution of module size” in primates, cetaceans, and
carnivores, animals that are separated by as much as 130 mil-
lion years of independent evolution, indicate that there may be
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underlying homologous rules of cortical development that cause
“initial segregations” (Manger et al., 1998). One of the possi-
ble rules could be the “component placement optimization”: The
length of cortico-cortical connections plays a key role in deter-
miningmodule size (Cherniak, 1994): the shorter the connections
the more efficient the processing (Ringo, 1991; Szymanski et al.,
1995). In humans, the number ofmodules increases with as a con-
sequence longer association tracts connecting more distant mod-
ules in different areas. For the evolution of biological life, rapid
reaction time to sensory input is crucial. Therefore, modules of a
limited size are conserved also in an animal whose neocortex has
undergone a huge expansion, where long cortico-cortical connec-
tions would require a large volume of metabolically active tissue
and an increased conduction time (Horton and Hedley-Whyte,
1984; Tootell et al., 1996). The restricted range in size of modules
having diverse cytoarchitectonic or histochemical features across
highly divergent mammalian species may reflect “an independent
evolution possibly due to selection for an optimal connection
length” (Manger et al., 1998).
“Component placement optimization” and its balance with
evolutionary constant increase of the minicolumns could explain
why short connections, dorsal along the SLF as well ventral
along EmC, are constant in primate evolution. The optimiza-
tion of connective processes within minicolumns could be one
of the fundamental criterions to adapt minicolumns in the var-
ious cortical areas according to their specific developmental and
functional requirements. Species-specific differences of modular
organization mainly regard the horizontal minicolumn spacing
and the resulting numbers of the input and output pathways. In
chimpanzees, high density modules localized in primary visual
cortex (area 17) seem to be crucial to process color, form and
motion; in dolphins, cell clusters in insula (Area 1) may subserve
the processing of complex auditory stimuli associated with dol-
phin communication. So, a more extensive parcellation and the
resulting increased hierarchical organization of modular corti-
cal subdivisions of species-specific brain regions seems to led to
functional optimization. Even if parcellation can theoretically be
found throughout the cortex regardless of functional attributes, it
selectively affects brain regions that are known to be functionally
specialized.
Thus, it is maybe no coincidence that in humans, the pres-
ence of larger minicolumns spacing, as far as is known until
now, is characteristic only of language-related cortical areas: in
Broca’s area (Amunts et al., 1999) and in the planum tempo-
rale (Anderson et al., 1999). No asymmetries were found in these
two regions in chimpanzees and other primates (Sherwood et al.,
2007). A recent tracking study showed not only a cytoarchitec-
tonic, but also a tractographic parcellation within Broca’s area
(Anwander et al., 2007).Williams et al. made the step frommicro-
to macro-organization of the brain. They showed that compared
to control subjects, autistic persons exhibit a reduced minicolum-
nar width and peripheral neuropil spacing, as well as an increased
number of minicolumns (Williams and Casanova, 2010). This
correlates with an increment of short connections (coming from
each single minicolumn), which could be related to the highly
efficient analytic processing sometimes observed in savants, and a
decrease of longer connectivity (particularly of AF and cingulum
bundle), which may relate to a deficit in the identification of
relationships.
Both humans and non-human primates have commonali-
ties in anatomy, and the capability of language in humans is
often put in relation to these differences in anatomy, e.g., a
larger AF in humans, as a “next step” in evolution, enabling
e.g., complex grammar. However, humans did not evolve from
the apes but we evolved with the apes from a common ances-
tor. As we discussed above, similarities of modular arrange-
ments between homo sapiens and animals are not necessarily
the product of the same development, but basic brain rules of
brain organization can lead to new functions, even if emerging
from similar structures (Northcutt and Kaas, 1995; Vates and
Nottebohm, 1995). This could limit the significance of compar-
ative studies on anatomical data in humans and non-human
primates.
CAN HUMAN ANATOMY OF THE DUAL LOOP MODEL BE
RECONCILED WITH COGNITIVE MODELS OF SPEECH?
The different perspectives of cognitive models and (anatomy-
based) neurosciences seem to converge on a “two route model.”
The famous “house model” of the early aphasiologists derived
frompatients studies [e.g., Lichtheim andWernicke (Weiller et al.,
2011)] has remained the basic framework for later models of
single word processing, for example, Morton’s Logogen model
(Morton and Patterson, 1980). The latter remains the reference
for cognitive studies of aphasic individuals. Cognitive models of
speech processing and word production have, on the other hand,
included evidence from psycholinguistic studies. All models con-
tain representations both of phonological segments and of con-
ceptual knowledge (Table 1). They differ, however, with regard to
the number of levels, which mediate between phonological and
conceptual information, i.e., whether processing is fully interac-
tive or whether interaction is restricted. In the model of Levelt
et al. two lexical levels mediate between semantics and phonol-
ogy while the interaction between these levels is limited (Levelt
et al., 1999). In contrast, the model of Dell et al. assumes a sin-
gle lexical level while activation spreading is highly interactive
(Dell et al., 1997). A similar debate between interactive accounts
(MacDonald et al., 1994) and more modular models (Frazier,
1987; Friederici, 2002) has taken place in the area of sentence
processing (see Friederici, 2002 for review).
In all models of word processing, repetition can be carried out
along two independent routes. A “non-lexical route” maps per-
ceived phonemes onto the response buffer and, subsequently, to
articulation, while comprehension requires activation of semantic
knowledge from auditory input. The conceptual representations
may activate the word in a speaker’s output lexicon, thus allowing
for a second route for repetition.
A cognitive dual route model is also supported by the observa-
tions in the context of a recent case study from our laboratory
(Bormann and Weiller, 2012). The subject in this study, BB,
exhibited double dissociations between her ability to compre-
hend auditory words and to repeat these words. Occasionally,
she would be able to repeat a word without comprehending
its meaning (Examiner: “Please repeat the word ‘hedgehog.’
BB: ‘Hedgehog, hedgehog,’ I wonder what a hedgehog is.”). On
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Table 1 | Cognitive models.
SOUND
Wernicke Freud Morton Dell Levelt Marslen-Wilson and
Gaskell, Lambon Ralph
 
Word image Word image Buffer Segmental phonology Phonemes Segmental phonology
Word concept Word—object—association Logogens Lemmas Lexemes (hidden units) [no local lexicon]
Lemmas
Concepts Sum of all associations Semantic system Semantic features Concepts Semantic features
THOUGHT
Cognitive models propose several levels of processing but all of them separate conceptual from linguistic representations. Models sometimes use different
expressions for similar processes, and a level in one model may overlap with a level in another model. In older models (Wernicke, Freud), no phonemes are
discerned.
other occasions, she would indicate comprehension of the word
without being able to repeat it (Examiner: “Please repeat the
word ‘hedge.’ BB: ‘I know this one!’ It’s green, it may surround
the garden, it may grow really high. But what was the word
exactly?”). These examples provide evidence for a double dis-
sociation between comprehension of a word’s meaning and the
ability to repeat words without comprehension. On the other
hand, when available, both routes interact and contribute to word
repetition (Jefferies et al., 2005).
The two routes assumed in cognitive models may be associ-
ated with the dorsal and ventral routes identified in our anatomic
studies. The logogen model’s non-lexical route may correspond
to the dorsal route while comprehension of a word’s or sentence’s
meaning may be associated with the ventral pathway. Our sub-
ject BB had severe deficits repeating non-words, so for repetition,
she was mainly relying on the word’s meaning. Semantic errors in
repetition (Examiner: “Please repeat the word ‘raw’.” BB: “Was it
‘meat’. I should say it was ‘meat”’) further support this conclusion.
Within a cognitive model, her lesions would affect phonology to
articulatory mapping and a predominant reliance upon a word’s
meaning during repetition.
While it is generally accepted that language as other cognitive
functions emerges from context dependent interaction in dis-
tributed, segregated and overlapping networks (Damasio, 1989;
Mesulam, 1990), this knowledge has not really spread to patients
studies. With the advent of DTI tracking techniques the network
architecture of functions is reflected anatomically. If the dorsal
tract would be needed for repetition and the ventral tract for
comprehension (Saur et al., 2008), it seems attractive to attribute
isolated repetition problems to lesions of the dorsal tract and
relate transcortical sensory aphasia, i.e., mainly comprehension
deficits, to lesions of the ventral tract. However, attributing func-
tions to tracks rather than to regions would just shift the focus
but not solve the general problem of phrenology. In a network
approach, the different cortical regions interact closely, and thus
are not independent. Interruption of the network has an impact
on the remaining (“intact”) parts of the network. In other words,
the functions of Broca’s or Wernicke’s area with an intact AF may
not be the same as after that fascicle’s destruction. This view does
not contradict the assumption that a particular connection in a
network on its own is necessary for e.g., repetition. However, the
destruction of the interconnection may not result in a solitary
repetition failure, but in a complete new phenomenological con-
stellation, as the tract lesion affects the function of the regions it
connects, and other regions in the remaining network, including
in the other hemisphere, may become operational (Weiller et al.,
1995). These assumptions make the complexity and fuzzy link of
aphasic syndromes to focal lesions more understandable.
The difference may become clearer when comparing the
method of symptom-lesion-mapping (e.g., Bates et al., 2003;
Dronkers et al., 2004) with the “natural” occurrence of apha-
sic syndromes, i.e., compositions of symptoms. Across a series of
100 consecutive acute aphasics, comprehension problems (a score
construed from tests examining: following verbal commands,
word and sentence comprehension and results in the token test)
using the Brunner–Munzel test map onto the EmC. Repetition
problems (automated sequences as numbers or weekdays) map
onto the AF (Kümmerer et al., 2010). Does this mean that com-
prehension is exclusively coded for or represented in the EmC?
Rather not: in a network approach the observed comprehension
deficit is produced by a lesion of the widespread “comprehension
network.” Why then do the infarcts of patients with comprehen-
sion deficit map onto the EmC, rather than let’s say, Wernicke’s
area? The reason may be that the EmC holds a strategic position
within the comprehension network. Within the distributed “com-
prehension network” (Friederici et al., 1999; Vigneau et al., 2006)
all cortical regions in the temporal lobe (anterior and posterior
MTG, fusiform gyrus) are connected with regions in the infe-
rior frontal gyrus (BA 45 and BA 47) via a relatively small tract
through the EmC (Saur et al., 2010). The EmC represents a kind
of bottleneck of the network or in other words is the site where
a small lesion can affect the entire network. Simultaneously it is
situated in the middle of the middle cerebral artery (MCA) terri-
tory. Therefore, chances are highest that infarcts of the anterior or
posterior MCA territory overlap in this small region, causing an
interruption of the comprehension network.
This kind of lesion-mapping approach assumes that compre-
hension problems are independent from other potential deficits.
However, only looking at comprehension problems is an “unnat-
ural” setting. In most cases single symptoms should not be seen
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in isolation. There are only very few patients with solely a com-
prehension (or a repetition) problem. Symptoms of patients with
aphasia cluster in syndromes that can be defined and reliably clas-
sified. This is due to the irrigation territories of the MCA and due
to the organization of language in the brain. Can the syndrome of
Wernicke’s aphasia be explained by a lesion of the posterior part of
the temporal lobe (e.g., Wernicke’s area)? Comprehension prob-
lems are a hallmark ofWernicke’s aphasia and indeed most people
would agree that the temporal lobe does play a role in semantics.
But Wernicke aphasia is characterized by more features, e.g., flu-
ent speech with prominent semantic or phonemic paraphasias,
thus also a “defect” in speech production. Wernicke’s area partici-
pates in the ventral as well as the dorsal pathway and a lesion there
will have to affect the functioning of both pathways.While seman-
tic jargon may be due to comprehension problems, referring to
the ventral pathway, phonemic jargon may be related to a lesion
of the dorsal pathway. The sylvian parieto-temporal region (Area
SPT) participates in sound-to-articulation mapping in the dorsal
pathway (Hickok and Poeppel, 2000). As Wernicke himself put it:
“the word images do not take appropriate control over the motor
images” (Wernicke, 1874). Thus, Wernicke’s aphasia represents
a new phenomenological constellation, a syndrome, more than
just comprehension problems. The occurrence of this syndrome
is explained by the irrigation of the posterior temporal lobe by a
branch of the MCA and its presentation is due to the lesion of
the temporal lobe and the lesion of both the ventral and the dor-
sal pathway. For this interpretation we do not have to assume any
form of diaschisis or reorganization.
Conduction aphasia due to a lesion of the AF is another prob-
lem. Destruction of the AF affects the dorsal pathway, but the
arcuate fascicle does not in itself contain the representation for
repetition, instead the pathway’s functionality is needed also for
repetition, and vice versa repetition may relay on the ventral path-
way as well. Repetition should be altered and comprehension may
be intact (via the ventral pathway) in most cases with AF lesions.
Repetition of pseudowords also activates the ventral system (Saur
et al., 2008), but this maymerely reflect lexical search when trying
to identify pseudowords. However, there is patient evidence that
both routes contribute to repetition. The rare syndrome of deep
dysphasia where subjects make semantic errors in single word
repetition (e.g., repeating “crown” as “king”) suggests a role of
semantics in repetition. In addition, aphasic patients are better in
repeating words they comprehend and are able to name in pic-
ture naming tasks in comparison to words which they do not
understand (Jefferies et al., 2005). Semantic deficits may lead to
mild repetition impairments because of the reduced support from
meaning (Jefferies et al., 2005). Thus, repetition may be affected
also outside conduction aphasia and lesions of the AF. Moreover,
conduction aphasia is not restricted to repetition problems. What
else would we have to expect with lesions of the AF, when referring
to the dual loop system? Paraphasia through incorrect sensori-
motor mapping in the dorsal pathway, “conduit d’ approche”
aiming to correct along the ventral pathway and also working
memory deficits are often reported in patients with conduction
aphasia. As in Wernicke’s type aphasia, conduction aphasia is not
to be reduced to repetition problems, and repetition not reduced
to the AF.
The two pathways have different computational abilities,
which are a prerequisite for various functions, depending on the
modality. Lesions of a tract do affect the working of the entire
network, resulting in a new phenomenological constellation, the
syndrome is patient is presenting with. This syndrome is different
from the loss of the supposed function, mediated by the path-
way. Similarly, neglect and extinction can be differentiated by
different effects of the lesions on the visuo spatial attention system
(Umarova et al., 2011).
FROM SOUND TO CONCEPT AND BACK: THE DEVELOPMENT
OF INNER SPEECH AND THE DUAL LOOP MODEL
So far, language in humans was discussed from an evolutionary
view and in the perspective of cognitive models applied to patients
with aphasia. However, the data do not yet explain how humans
acquire the capacity for higher order thinking or abstraction. In
this section, we want to argue that the development of “inner
speech” in humans might be crucial for a simultaneous and close
interaction between the two pathways, enabling the combination
of phonological and abstract thought.
Jackendoff defined language as “essentially a mapping between
sound and propositional or conceptual thought” (Jackendoff,
2009). Exactly how this mapping is achieved has been investigated
in the context of psycholinguistic studies of language processing.
Most cognitive models conceive of conceptual representations
as independent from linguistic knowledge (Table 1) (Wernicke,
1906; Morton and Patterson, 1980; Freud, 1891; Dell et al., 1997;
Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson, 1997; Levelt et al., 1999; Lambon
Ralph et al., 2002). An aphasic speaker may be perfectly aware
of the concept he or she is trying to name yet may be unable
to access the word. Likewise, severely aphasic individuals may
be unimpaired in tests of non-verbal reasoning, problem-solving
and memory (Kertesz and Mccabe, 1975). There are several other
examples of non-verbal thinking, such as face processing, mental
rotation, spatial navigation, or tool use. Several contents of our
mind do not map on lexical concepts and linguistic operations.
In contrast, some aspects of language require less cognitive pro-
cessing, e.g., the generation of automatic phonological sequences
like counting or generating days of the week.
In most models, the process from sound to thought (and back)
passes different levels of representation (Table 1). However,
Vygotzky suggested that abstract thought processes and speech
overlap, like two intersecting circles (Vygotzky, 1934). The over-
lapping part of thought and speech represents so-called “inner
speech” or, as Vygotzky put it: “In their overlapping parts, thought
and speech coincide to produce what is called verbal thought or
inner speech, depending on the point of view.” In inner speech,
several aspects from purely sensorimotor to more abstract can be
discerned. Especially in the early French literature, inner speech
(“notion dumot”) was seen purely as a means of (internal) senso-
rimotor mapping, or connecting phonological input and output
properties, of course then related to working memory. Wernicke
stated “The main task of the child that learns to speak is the imita-
tion of the heard word” and this task, according to Wernicke, was
performed by the direct (nowadays: dorsal) connection. “Only
later the child is able to bind the word with a defined concept,
long after the word has become a vast asset” (Wernicke, 1874).
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But later on words would be spoken via the semantic route:
“Soon after we have learned to speak a word, we lose the inten-
tion only to reproduce sounds and plan to utter a meaning”
(Wernicke, 1874). “We have to assume that (then) the majority
of speech impulses reach the word concepts from the remaining
cerebral cortex” (Wernicke, 1906). Recently, Oppenheim and Dell
showed that inner speech is more abstract on a phonological level,
because covert segmental errors produced with tongue twisters
were less similar to the target phoneme than overt slips of the
tongue (Oppenheim and Dell, 2008). Therefore, internalization
of speech is more than internalizing the production and antici-
pation of sound. It is combined with a concomitant increasing
understanding what these phonological internal representations
mean.
Only few patient studies exist investigating this topic. In a
rhyming paradigm, where orthography alone was not sufficient
to determine the sound of the rhyme, Geva et al. showed that
in aphasic subjects, deficits of inner (= covert) speech, over and
above deficits in overt speech production and working memory,
were found following lesions to the left pars opercularis of the
inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) and the SMG (Geva et al., 2011).
The authors concluded that for this aspect of inner speech, it
was mainly the dorsal pathway that was affected. A recent paper
shows that at birth, anterior and posterior language zones can be
activated specifically but are not yet fully functionally connected
(Perani et al., 2011), and that the interaction between the two
regions becomes significantly synchronized around 7 years of age
(Friederici et al., 2011). This finding was put in relation to the fact
that the dorsal pathway has not yet fully matured (Brauer et al.,
2011) and that children up to the age of seven are rather poor
at comprehending syntactically complex sentences (Hahne et al.,
2004; Dittmar et al., 2008; Dubois et al., 2008).
Also the full development of inner speech appears to occur
around this age. According to Vygotsky, we do have conceptual
awareness at birth, but no inner speech (Vygotzky, 1934). Young
children start by accompanying their actions with speech, which
evolves into “egocentric” or “private” speech while thinking aloud
around the age of 4. In the process of a few years till the age
of around 7 years, egocentric speech is replaced by inner speech
(Vygotzky, 1934; Ehrich, 2006; Wiley, 2006). Behavioral studies
in normally developing children and those with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism support the impor-
tance of this process. The amount of internal speech in children
correlates with performance (Winsler et al., 2000, 2003; Winsler
and Naglieri, 2003; Ostad and Sorensen, 2007). Children with
ADHD seem to have a delayed development of internalization
(Berk and Potts, 1991), while on the other hand, in high per-
forming children with autism, private speech remains relevant for
performance (Winsler et al., 2007).
All these different aspects suggest that it is only after the inter-
nalization of speech and complete interaction of both pathways
within the dual loop model that it is possible to simultaneously
combine phonological and abstract thought simultaneously
(Figure 2). This might also be a reasonwhy complex grammar, for
which simultaneous analysis of both time-dependent and time-
independent processing is required, can only bemastered after the
age of seven. Only then can we use language as a tool to represent
FIGURE 2 | Heads seen from above with pre- and post-rolandic areas
around the central sulcus (c.s.). (A) At birth, dorsal anatomical
connections (blue, dotted line) between pre- and post-rolandic areas are
present but immature. In the first years, influenced by the continuous
percept and anticipation of the consequence of movement and speech via
feedback (blue, continuous line), internal connections and representations
synchronise and mature. (B) Over time, external behaviour (blue, dotted
line) is increasingly replaced by internal representations (blue, continuous
line), while the interaction between dorsal (blue, continuous line) and
ventral (red) pathways increases. For novel tasks, the external pathway can
still be used.
abstract concepts (Deutscher, 2005), and, as Jackendoff puts it,
use language as a “scaffolding that makes possible certain varieties
of reasoning more complex than are available to non-linguistic
organisms” (Jackendoff, 1997), permitting self-description and
reflection, self-questioning and problem-solving, (Diaz and Berk,
1992; Barkley, 2001).
It is suggested that during this crucial age of 4–7 years in chil-
dren, not only in language, but in all modalities the emergence
of internal representations takes place (Vygotzky, 1978; Diaz and
Berk, 1992), “following the same general sequence of stages as the
internalization of speech” and outer-directed behavior becomes
turned on the self as a means to control one’s own behavior
(Barkley, 2001).
COMPARING THE DUAL LOOP MODEL IN LANGUAGEWITH
OTHER MODALITIES: WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VENTRAL AND DORSAL
PATHWAYS?
There is no reason to suppose that the organization of the acoustic
language system is different from other modalities. Current scien-
tific evidence shows that a dual loop model, consisting of a dorsal
and ventral pathway, can be found in different modalities, provid-
ing a scaffolding system for processing. In this dual loop model,
hierarchy is not determined by one specific pathway, although
specific functions may primarily or crucially involve one of both,
but rather by an extension of this system in humans to regu-
latory, cytoarchitectonically more developed areas in prefrontal,
temporal, and parietal neocortex (Weiller et al., 2011).
In Table 2 we summarize some of the main studies reporting
the involvement of a dorsal or a ventral pathway by different tasks.
Also listed are a series of (partly unpublished) studies from our
lab, in which we used DTI-based fiber tracking (Kreher et al.,
2008) to connect seed regions in post- and prerolandic brain
regions active during fMRI. In all examined modalities (language,
motor, attention), we found ventral and dorsal connections
along the EmC and the AF/SLF systems, respectively (Figure 1).
Thus, functions ascribed to the dorsal and ventral pathway in
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Table 2 | Summary of possible functions per modality processed along the two pathways from different studies.
Modality Dorsal pathway Ventral pathway
Vision Spatial vision (a) Object vision (b)
Acoustic Sound localisation (c)
Spatial working memory (c1)
Integration of a target in a context (c2)
“Temporarily buffering” the input (c3)
Sound Identification (d)
Language “Mapping sound onto articulation” (e)
Phonological loop (e1)
Syntax (e2)
Semantic processing (f)
Echoic or perceptual memory (f1)
Recognition of perceptual incongruence (f2)
Syntax (f3)
Motor Control of actions “online” (g)
Meaningless imitation (g1)
Motor imagination (h)
Pantomime (h1)
Attention Attention orientation (i) Conscious perception of space (j)
Music Recognition of structural incongruence (k)
Tonal loop (k1)
Recognition of structural and perceptual incongruence
(l)
Synthesis Time-dependent
Sequence execution (doing)
Integration of forward and inverse models
Time-independent
Meaning (understand what you’re doing)
Connection to world knowledge and concepts
aThe dorsal visual “action” pathway projects from early visual areas to the posterior parietal cortex and is engaged in visually guided actions as shown in experiments
in golden hamsters (Schneider, 1969), in non-human primates (Trevarthen, 1968; Mishkin et al., 1983; Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986; Bear et al., 2007) and in
humans (Goodale and Milner, 1992; Wilson et al., 1993; Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994; Milner and Goodale, 1995; Rizzolatti and Matelli, 2003).
bThe ventral visual “perceptual” pathway, which projects from primary visual areas to the inferior temporal cortex, is crucial for object recognition (Trevarthen, 1968;
Mishkin et al., 1983; Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986; Gross, 1992; Wilson et al., 1993; Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994).
cThe caudal belt and parabelt regions interacting dorsally with the inferior parietal area are involved in sound localisation [c: (Lewis and Van Essen, 2000)]; while its
interaction to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is crucial for spatial working memory (c1) (Rauschecker, 1995, 2011; Romanski et al., 1999a; Romanski and Goldman-
Rakic, 2002; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009) and for integration of a target in a context (c2) (Rauschecker, 1995; Belin and Zatorre, 2000; Hickok and Poeppel, 2000,
2004; Scott and Wise, 2004). The dorsal pathway subserves also the perception of the evolution over time of a sound in its spectral dynamics (c3) (Rauschecker,
1995; Belin and Zatorre, 2000).
d The identification of acoustic features of a sound involves the ventral pathways along temporal regions to ventrolateral prefrontal cortex in non-humans primates
(Romanski et al., 1999a,b; Belin and Zatorre, 2000; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Zatorre and Belin, 2001; Romanski and Goldman-Rakic, 2002; Tallal and Gaab, 2006)
and in humans (Binder, 2000; Binder et al., 2000; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Thierry et al., 2003a; Ahveninen et al., 2006; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Leaver
and Rauschecker, 2010).
eEvidence of an integration of auditory sensory input and motor speech systems (e) along the dorsal pathway came from Geschwind (Geschwind, 1965, 1967,
1972), and from the dual loop model (Hickok and Poeppel, 2000, 2004, 2007), as well as from a feed-forward model (Rauschecker, 2011). Functional neuroimaging
data support this (Paulesu et al., 1993; Arnott et al., 2004; Hickok and Poeppel, 2004; Scott and Wise, 2004; Demonet et al., 2005). Clear evidence comes from a DTI
and fMRI study on repetition of pseudowords (Saur et al., 2008) and from intra-operative electrical stimulation (Mandonnet et al., 2007). The dorsal fronto-parieto-
temporal pathway starting in the left inferior temporal occipital junction and progressing through the caudal part of the left superior temporal region and the inferior
SMG to the left inferior frontal gyrus is also involved in monitoring speech at phonological level (e1) (Paulesu et al., 1993; Demonet et al., 1994; Price, 1998; Pugh
et al., 2000; Jobard et al., 2003; Demonet et al., 2005; Bernal and Ardila, 2009) and also in the transformation from acoustic to phonetic information (Binder et al.,
2000). Intra-operative electrical stimulation gives evidence of a dorsal phonological pathway, connecting the inferior frontal cortex (IFC)/ventral premotor cortex and
the supramarginalis gyrus/postero-superior temporal cortex via cortico-cortical connections (Duffau et al., 2003a,b) and the arcuate fasciculus (Duffau et al., 2002).
At least a dorsal pathway connecting temporo-parietal regions with Broca’s area is involved in finite and phrase-structure grammar (e2) (Friederici et al., 2006; Musso
et al., 2009) as well as in gender processing (Vidorreta et al., 2011).
f The ventral pathway along the anterior part of the left superior temporal sulcus is involved in intelligible speech (Scott et al., 2000), along the anterior part of the left
STG in accessing semantic contents from spoken words (but not environmental sounds) (Thierry et al., 2003b). Combining DTI and fMRI method has shown that
the EmC network is dominant for sentence comprehension (versus pseudo-sentences) (Saur et al., 2008). Intra-operative electrical stimulation also gives evidence
of a ventral semantic pathway, connecting the IFC/dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the posterior temporal regions via the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (Duffau
et al., 2005) and via EmC but not UF (Duffau et al., 2009). Buchsbaum et al. found that auditory-verbal working memory depends on a ventral “what” pathway when
initial retrieval is based on an episodic or perceptual code (f1) (Buchsbaum et al., 2005). This form of “perceptual” memory is labeled echoic memory (Watkins and
Watkins, 1980; Cowan, 1984; Penney, 1989). Musso et al. found (f2) that perceptual action violation within a sentence relates to an insulo-temporal interaction along
left EmC (Musso et al., 2009). Grammar processing (f3) involves ventral fronto-temporo-parietal interaction for an artificial finite-state grammar task (Friederici et al.,
2006) and for recognition of long term dependencies in real language (Musso et al., 2009).
gThe major functional role of the dorsal pathway between the visual area and the superior parietal lobule is the control of actions “online” (g) (Rizzolatti and Matelli,
2003). The dorsal interaction between parietal and frontal (the pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus) is related to motor planning (Jeannerod, 1994) and
execution (Stephan et al., 1995; Gerardin et al., 2000). Imitation of meaningless action exclusively involves the dorsal SLF 2-3 pathway (g1) (Vry et al., 2012).
(Continued)
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Continued
hAreas activated by movement imagination are more anterior and posterior than execution alone (Decety et al., 1994; Stephan et al., 1995; Gerardin et al., 2000;
Hanakawa et al., 2003, 2008) and are connected by ventral connections (Vry et al., 2012). This system is also involved in understanding the meaning of the movement
when pantomiming object use (h1) (Vry et al. in preparation).
i Corbetta and Shulman (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002)
j (Umarova et al., 2010)
k Integration of linguistic and musical elements within structural representations involves the same amplitude of the P600, a centroparietal component that, therefore,
could be related to dorsal pathway (Patel, 2008). Musso et al. showed that a parieto-frontal along the SLF 2-3 pathway is involved in the detection of structural
incongruence (a chord out of key) (Musso et al., 2009). Schulze et al. showed a specific involvement of pars opercularis and parieto-temporal activation (and, therefore
probably related to the dorsal pathway) for tonal working memory (k1) (Schulze et al., 2011).
l In Musso et al. the ventral parieto-frontal interaction is required for recognition of structural as well as perceptual violations (a chord out of tune) (Musso et al.,
2009).
each modality may differ, but only in their modality-specific
aspect.
A VENTRAL PATHWAY FOR TIME-INDEPENDENT PROCESSING
The ventral pathway was first described as the “what” path-
way in the visual system of chimpanzees (Mishkin et al., 1983)
and humans (Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994). Later, this function
was assigned to the acoustic system as well. A ventral pathway,
connecting the anterior belt and parabelt with the anterior tem-
poral regions underlies auditory object identification (Romanski
et al., 1999a,b; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009), with the anterior
part of the left supratemporal gyrus (STG) involved in accessing
semantic contents from spoken words vs. environmental sounds
(Thierry et al., 2003b) as well from intelligible speech (Scott
et al., 2000), while the inferior frontal gyrus (pars orbitalis) is
necessary for sentence comprehension (as compared to pseudo-
sentences) (Saur et al., 2008). Confirmation of the existence
of a ventral semantic pathway, connecting the inferior frontal
gyrus/dorsolateral prefrontal gyrus (IFG/DLPFG) and the poste-
rior temporal regions via the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus
and EmC, but not the UF, comes from intra-operative electrical
stimulation (Duffau et al., 2005, 2009). These data indicate that
the antero-ventral speech processing pathway is crucial for map-
ping acoustic-phonemic cues onto lexical representations (Scott
and Johnsrude, 2003).
Is thus “meaning” the more general function of this path-
way? Several kinds of evidence show that the ventral pathway is
involved in the identification of adjacent as well as non-adjacent
syntactic relations of the perceived linguistic elements (Friederici
et al., 2006; Musso et al., 2009) and of tonal dependencies (Musso
et al., 2009). The ventral route is thus involved in the identifica-
tion of structural relations independent of themodality and of the
time of occurrence of each element.
A ventral pathway through the EmC seems to play an impor-
tant and similar role also in other modalities. In the attentional
system, a ventral tract, connecting the parietal and temporal lobe
with the anterior insula and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex,
was interpreted as being critical for the integration of the percep-
tion of space for an intended action and for the correct estimation
of the relevance of stimuli to the self (Umarova et al., 2010).
In the motor system, areas in posterior parietal and prefrontal
cortices involved in imagery of movements (Vry et al., 2012)
as well in pantomiming object use (Vry et al., in preparation)
are connected via the ventral route, putting the ventral tract in
relation to symbolic acts and cognition.
We speculate that a more general function of the ventral sys-
tem could be the extraction, relation and implementation of an
invariant set of properties of the perceived elements (in a limited
number of given possibilities, i.e., as “a priori” categories), which
are related to semantic memory and meaning. Processing along
the ventral pathway is, therefore not dependent on the temporal
or spatial sequence of elements, rather it is optimized to test
a limited number of possible combinations in order to extract
meaning (Weiller et al., 2011).
A DORSAL PATHWAY FOR TIME-DEPENDENT PROCESSING
The dorsal route was initially labeled the “where” pathway as it is
found to be involved in processing spatial relations between visual
or acoustic perceived objects as well as between oneself and exter-
nal objects to identify visual motion and is used for the visual
control of action (see Table 2, i–k). The term “how” pathway for
the dorsal pathways was introduced later and relates to sensory-
motor integration function (Kravitz et al., 2011). Individuals with
brain damage of the dorsal visual pathway affecting the poste-
rior and the superior parietal cortex suffer from optic ataxia.
In this condition, a deficit of the visuomotor system, the size,
shape, and color and even the location (the “where”) of the
object remain intact, but the ability to identify object arrange-
ments and to perform “goal-directed actions to visual targets”
with any sort of precision and accuracy is disturbed (Perenin
and Vighetto, 1988; Goodale et al., 1991; Milner et al., 2003).
The auditory dorsal pathway is predominantly related to speech
production (e) and was demonstrated to be involved in non-
word repetition, thereby providing a phonology-to-articulation
interface for correct speech (see Table 2, e1). Because the repre-
sentation in semantic memory is lacking, the sensory percept of
pseudowords has to be mapped on the motor representations for
repetition.
However, the function of the acoustic dorsal pathway seems
not to be limited to “mapping sound onto articulation” (Table 2),
but rather serves to integrate linguistic or musical syntactic ele-
ments in a context (Patel, 2008; Musso et al., 2009), even to
process phrase-structure grammar (Friederici et al., 2006), or to
integrate and maintain the perceived auditory signals within con-
text over temporal and spatial evolution (see Table 2, c2,3, e1).
Thus, the acoustic dorsal pathway would not be limited to
“where” or “how” functions, rather its more general role, inde-
pendent from the modality, is the capacity to analyze the sequence
of segments, either in time or in space, as well as fast online inte-
gration between sensory event information and “internal models
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or emulators (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). Spatial transfor-
mation as well as sensorimotor integration may be examples
of adaptations used by forward models (predictors) and inverse
models (controllers) (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009).
Through exercise and experience, moulds are developed,
which can be called on quickly. By learning a movement like a
signature, parameters for this movement are stored and can be
accessed by another extremity on demand (Rijntjes et al., 1999).
Thus, in the dorsal pathway, in contrast to the ventral pathway,
stable connotations like blueprints can be developed in an infinite
number of possibilities, the only constraint being the physical and
computational limitations of movement themselves.
The mechanism for “online” analysis of sequences may be
seen as a function of the dorsal system in other modalities as
well. A dorsal network was recently described in the attentional
network, where dorsal pathways along the superior longitudinal
fascicle/AF system connected the parietal and temporal lobe with
the premotor cortices (BA 6, 44, 8) and was interpreted to convey
information needed for spatial stimulus orientation or processing
of peri-personal space (Tables 1, 2) (Umarova et al., 2010). A sim-
ilar pattern seems to exist in the motor system: during simple,
repetitive, externally cued active or passive movements, a dor-
sal route connects the parietal cortex with premotor areas for
sensorimotor mapping, motor control based on internal predic-
tive models and sensory feedback (Wolpert et al., 1995; Wolpert
andMiall, 1996; Grush, 2004; Shadmehr and Krakauer, 2008; Vry
et al., 2012).
It is not clarified whether or not working memory predomi-
nantly uses the dorsal pathway. It is generally acknowledge that
the frontal areas involved in working memory, as pars opercularis
or precentral cortex, are mainly connected via the dorsal fiber sys-
tem with parietal and temporal lobe (Paulesu et al., 1993; Wager
and Smith, 2003). These tracts may be involved in short-term
retention of the phonological input and lesions to the inferior
parietal areas in the left hemisphere usually cause verbal short-
term memory impairments (Vallar et al., 1997). In a recent fMRI
study Buchsbaum et al. distinguish between perceptually based
(“echoic”) memory, which relates to the ventral pathway, from
phonological-articulatory memory, which was confirmed to be a
predominant dorsal task (Buchsbaum et al., 2005).
LANGUAGE: HOW UNIQUE IS IT?
In summary, after internalization of speech andmovement, a dual
loop system, consisting of efficiently and flexibly interacting dor-
sal and ventral pathways, extending to a highly developed gradient
along pre- and post-rolandic regions, seems to be basis of similar
functions in all modalities, including language. We started with
the assumption that language is unique in humans, and there
are indeed anatomical reasons to support this notion. However,
since there are so many anatomical and functional similarities
with other modalities, it seems justified to ask the question: to
what extent do also other modalities have unique properties in
humans?
Should we expect that also humanmotor processing and atten-
tion is different from lower primates? Are humans better in
understanding the meaning of movement than animals? Can a
chimpanzee understand the meaning if a human experimenter
pantomimes peeling a banana? Humans may have a thicker AF,
which may allow them to speak easily and a lot. Are they there-
fore better in motor skills as well, can they therefore perform
a perfect serve in tennis, slalom on a steep skiing slope or per-
form a complex piano play “by heart”? If language, through inner
speech, is a prerequisite for the wealth of our inner world, is there
an equivalent of inner speech in other modalities, and what is it
like?
Again, the development of the dorsal and ventral pathway, in
the frontal lobe converging on Broca’s area, could be the crucial
anatomical feature. Numerous studies have shown an involve-
ment of area 45 when processing hierarchical structures not only
in the language modality (Musso et al., 2003), but also in move-
ment (Binkofski and Buccino, 2004; Fiebach and Schubotz, 2006;
Tettamanti and Weniger, 2006), music (Tettamanti and Weniger,
2006; Musso et al., 2009), and in the homologue area of the
right hemisphere, for attention (Umarova et al., 2010). If so, it
is an unresolved question whether the differentiation in dorsal
and ventral connections in humans along an anterior-posterior
gradient, especially in Broca’s area, evolved primarily for lan-
guage and that other modalities were able to use these highly
differentiated functional structures, or that a parallel develop-
ment enabled all modalities, including language, to attain human
specific attributes.
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